


Elizabeth Unique Hotel is a sincere and pure 
dedication, written with admiration and gratitude. 
It is a homage to Signora Elisabetta, mother and 
grandmother of the founders. A key woman figure 
who left the indelible signs of her love and the 
incomparable example of a unique authentic 
hospitality.
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The Elizabeth Unique offers 
32 rooms with 4 main 
categories. Our SPA rooms 
come with a private sauna 
and our Corner SPA is one 
of a kind.

Initiale      7
Deluxe     4
Deluxe Spa    3
Junior Suite    3
Deluxe Junior Suite 4
Suite    3
Suite Spa   2
Corner Suite Spa  1
Elizabeth Grand Suite 1

Mansion Initiale  2
Mansion Deluxe Spa 1
Mansion Suite   1
Mansion Suite Spa  1



Initiale
Starting from 24 m2





Deluxe
Starting from 30 m2





Deluxe Spa
Starting from 30 m2





Twin Deluxe
Starting from 30 m2





Junior Suite
    Starting from 30 m2





Deluxe Junior Suite
Starting from 32 m2







Suite
 Starting from 40 m2









Suite Spa
Starting from 40 m2







Corner Suite Spa
Starting from 42 m2





Elizabeth Grand Suite

Our Elizabeth Grand Suite consists of 1 Junior Suite and 1 Suite, 
interconnected via the “Library”, a cozy living room with a balcony 
facing Via del Corso.
The perfect option for a family luxury stay in Rome.
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Experiences

BATTISTONI
Discover the true heritage of the eponymous Roman Sartorial school 
in the in-house laboratories: the master tailor and the shirts makers 
will reveal you the processes and secrets of the bespoke art. In only 
a few days they can realize suits, coats and shirts in first fit before 
you leave. Battistoni will then send you the finished and perfected 
garments at your home.
Also visit the 1946 unique store and discover the Battistoni Art 
Collection: Gentilini, Fontana, Capogrossi, Picasso are just a few of 
the artists who visited the Maison and left an indelible mark.

ROMAN (UNIQUE) HOLIDAYS
We offer you the emotion of a unique evening. In the heart of the 
eternal city, passing through a courtyard where time has stopped, you 
will reach the apartment where the “mythical” film Roman Holiday 
was shot, which made via Margutta famous all
over the world. Right here, personally welcomed by the hosts and 
immersed in an atmosphere of movies from other times, you will 
spend an unforgettable evening tasting the best Italian culinary 
tradition.
An experience that will make your Roman Holidays unique... like in a 
fairy tale!

PICTURES OF YOU 
Let us create your unforgettable memories…
Meet your vacation photographer and enjoy your photo 
shoot because your moments will soon become a memory 
of your life. Relax, have fun and laugh with those around 
you while the Pixaround vacation photographer will take 
care of the rest.

Discover the true heritage of the eponymous Roman sartorial 
school in the in-house laboratories of Battistoni in Via dei 
Condotti or have an incredible dinner on the terrace where 
Roman Holidays was shot. Discover Italian and international 
artists with a personalized tour of Galleria Russo, the 5 
generation old art gallery in Via Alibert.



Elizabeth Unique Hotel
DonnaE Bistrot

Via delle Colonnette n 35 - 00186 Rome, Italy
tel. +39 06 3223633

email: info@ehrome.com
www.ehrome.com

Thank you

AMADEUS - DS ROMEUH | GALILEO - DS E3500 | SABRE - DS 318566 | WORLDSPAN - DS FCOEU | PEGASUS - DS 1040


